A short story about how you can promote the industry in which you belong.

Once upon a time, a man worked for a NAFA member air filter company. He worked hard to support his wife and two children.

One day, his oldest child graduated from high school and wanted to go to college. "It would be nice to have some financial help with all of your college expenses," said the filter-man to his daughter. He said, "Why don't you apply for a NAFA scholarship from the NAFA Foundation?"

The NAFA Foundation scholarship is funded by the proceeds from the yearly golf tournament played at the NAFA Annual Conference.

And by generous gifts from NAFA members who give donations to the foundation and also fund research into the art and science of air filtration.

So the daughter applied for the $1,000 scholarship and was selected to receive the money.

Thanks to "Duffers and Diplomas" and the gifts from NAFA members to the foundation, over 40 young people have had a NAFA scholarship to help with their college expenses.

Become a NAFA Foundation supporter as a Benefactor ($5,000), Friend ($2,500-$4,999), Sponsor ($1,000-$2,400), Donor ($500-$999) or Sponsor (up to $500) and help send the future of air filtration off to college.

The NAFA Foundation is a 501 (c)(3) charitable organization. All support is tax deductible.
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